Experience smart
super power hearing
for the first time

Introducing
smart super
power hearing
ReSound ENZO™ brings smart hearing technology
to people with severe and profound hearing loss
for the first time, giving you new opportunities to
engage, communicate and interact.
You can experience the clearest and most vibrant
sound, direct stereo streaming from the only Made
for iPhone super power hearing aid, and the ability
to discreetly personalize your settings via the
ReSound Smart™ app.
All through the world’s most powerful and
advanced super power hearing aid.
Visit resound.com/enzo to learn more about the
world’s only smart super power hearing solution.

Flemming and Louise Brasen
Father and daughter,
both super power users

Direct stereo
streaming
ReSound ENZO is the only Made for iPhone super
power hearing aid, which means you can stream
stereo sound directly to your hearing aids with no
intermediate device, just as if you were wearing
wireless headphones.
You can easily and intuitively access voice calls,
FaceTime calls, music, movies, spoken directions,
information and everything else that your iPhone,
iPad and iPod touch have to offer.

“Because I’m in control,
I hear a lot more now”
Stefan Kodjie, 40
Quality manager and super power user living
with severe hearing loss since infancy

Working for
you every day

Louise Brasen 22,
Student and experienced
super power user

Superior
sound quality
and audibility
ReSound ENZO™ lets you hear more of what you
want, because every part of it designed to give you
a better hearing experience with a rich, balanced
sound in all situations.
The inclusion of the most advanced version of
Surround Sound by ReSound™, our unique sound
processing strategy, means that you can enjoy
greater amplification without noise and feedback,
and know exactly where sound is coming from,
even in difficult surroundings.

ReSound ENZO is small, comfortable and built
to be as robust and reliable as possible, so that
it works for you every day. It is the world’s most
powerful super power hearing aid, and is smaller
than any other comparable hearing aid.

WATER REPELLENT
iSolate™ nanotech is an ultrathin polymer shield that
seals off every component of ReSound ENZO and
protects it from damage caused by moisture, wax
and dust.

PRODUCT RANGE
ReSound ENZO is available in eight different colors
and three technology levels, so it is sure to meet
your needs.

RESOUND UNITE™
ReSound ENZO connects wirelessly to the full
range of ReSound Unite accessories. That means
you can stay connected in even more situations,
including when watching TV with friends and
family, or hearing from a distance the person you’re
talking to in noisy surroundings.

ReSound helps people rediscover hearing. We
develop hearing solutions that emulate the function
of the natural ear, letting you forget your hearing loss
and enabling you to live a rich, active and fulfilling life.
ReSound ENZO™ is the world’s only smart super
power hearing solution. It gives full and easy access
to the sounds that matter the most to you, in the best
possible sound quality. It streams stereo sound from
iPhone, iPad and iPod touch without an intermediate
device, and offers smart new ways to control and
personalize your hearing experience. All that in a
durable design that works for you every day.
resound.com/enzo
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